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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 There is no international regulation for the frontal collision of the buses, protecting their 

occupants and partners in traffic. There are some regulation such as ECE R-80 which deals with 

strength of seat structure of the coaches and their anchorages strength. There is increasing need 

to focus issues like occupant protection and full scale crash testing regulation for buses. This 

thesis attempts to collect possible subjects required for international regulation required for 

crashworthiness of transit buses.  

 This research attempts to develop and validate a model of transit bus for all three impact 

conditions. The full finite element model is developed with help hypermesh software and its 

validation and analysis is done with help Ls-Dyna nonlinear finite element solver. The cost of 

actual testing and secrecy maintained by manufacturers make research process difficult and 

increase the importance of computer simulations. To boost the research of crash worthiness of 

transit need for computer model is felt. 

 This thesis examines several frontal crash test procedures and evaluates how well each 

procedure meets the objective. This validated model is used to analyze various real world impact 

scenarios and its analysis with European and federal regulation. This validated model is used to 

extract crash pulses of various impact scenarios at the center of gravity of the bus. These 

extracted crash pulses are applied to the madymo model to estimate the injuries to occupants of 

the bus. This thesis discusses the design aspects of bus frontal impact behavior as one of the 

main subjects of bus crashworthiness and results of previous full scale tests comparing the Fem 

simulation results carried out on the transit bus. 

 xiii



1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

According to the Traffic Safety Facts reports from 1999-2003 an average of 40 fatalities 

and 18,430 injuries of bus occupants occurred per year. In the Traffic Safety Facts reports, buses 

are defined as “Large motor vehicles used to carry more than ten passengers, including school 

buses, inter-city buses, and transit buses”. In order to improve this situation governments and 

automobile manufacturers have been studying safety measures against accidents. There are no 

guidelines available to study crash testing of the buses. In studies related with heavy duty 

vehicles such as buses and trucks, their aggressiveness to the passenger car occupants and safety 

measures for the heavy duty occupants needed to be studied. As regards to the safety measures 

for the bus occupants, the active and passive safety measures have been studied by bus 

manufacturers. In recent years, attempts to improve crash safety measures for the bus occupants 

have been made.  

This thesis studies real world accidents involving transit buses, and proposes guideline 

for crash testing of buses, based on FMVSS and ECE regulations. Simulations of the validated 

bus model are carried out for FMVSS and ECE standards. The current European regulation (ECE 

R-80) for bus is checked for its feasibility in full scale testing of the bus.   

1.1 Motivation  
 

There is not a single standardized categorization for the bus frontal collisions, on the 

basis of which the questions of international or federal regulations could be discussed. There are 

different approaches based on different points of view, which should be cleared up in the future 

and should be used in the same way for accidents statistics and for accident analysis. 
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As per such their only one regulation for crash testing of buses in case of frontal impacts 

i.e. also deals with strength of passengers seats. There is no regulation which deals with occupant 

safety and driver safety in case of frontal crash of a bus. 

1.2 Objective 

The purpose of Bus Frontal Crash worthiness research is to reduce the number of 

passengers killed or injured in motor vehicle crashes. The bus structure functions by absorbing 

and safely distributing crash impact loads over the bus chassis while holding the seats in place 

and preventing intrusions with vehicle interior components.  

The main objective of this thesis is to generate a full finite element model of a low floor 

mass transit bus, its validation and analysis of various frontal impact crash conditions. At the 

same time, since the real world events may take as high as 150-300 mili seconds, the CPU time 

required to perform these simulations should be kept below 48hrs.Thus the study tries to 

develop, validate and simulate different crash conditions , which can be utilized to develop such 

a model of a Low Floor Mass Transit Bus. This single modular finite element model approach 

could be used in the future by bus manufacturers to evaluate the structural and crashworthiness 

requirements specified in the Bus Procurement Guidelines. 
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2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Background 

Frontal impact of automobiles is an accurately researched and well-circled topic versus 

bus frontal impact behavior. A well-designed bus structure has good deformation and energy 

absorbing capability. Incase of frontal impact it has to meet three criteria: 

Force criterion: the order of stability loosing (crushing) of structural elements happens in 

predetermined sequence; the forces due to the plastic hinges are in successive magnitude; 

Energy criterion: the kinetic energy of the vehicle must be absorbed with deformation energy of 

other pre-determined elements of bus framework to avoid the damage of any protected structural 

element. 

Kinematical deformation criterion: during the energy absorbing process the (elastic and residual) 

displacement possibility of structural elements is limited and the damage-free conditions of 

elements can be allowed or ensured due to this.[1] 

There is no federal regulation related to the frontal collision of buses, protecting their occupants 

and the partners in the traffic. Three main aspects that are required to be taken into consideration 

are 

a. Protection of the passengers when the bus is involved in a total head on impact with wall like 

objects. The essential question is of deceleration related to the occupant compartment and seat’s 

strength and anchorage. 

b. The protection of the driver in case of partial head on impact i.e. to provide him a survival 

space and keep him in this space during the accident.  

c. The protection of partners means under run protection. 
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2.2 Statistical Review  

Bus Occupant Fatalities, 1975-2003
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Figure 2.1 Bus Occupant Fatalities, 1975-2003 [2] 

 

An average of 40 bus occupants per year were killed and 18,430 injured from 1999-2003. 

Bus Occupant Injuries, 1988-2003
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Figure 2.2 Bus Occupant Injuries, 1988-2003 [2] 
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Buses Involved in Crashes with Fatalitites,
by Initial Point of Impact, 1999-2003
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Figure 2.3 Buses Involved in Crashes with Fatalities [2] 

 
 

Buses Involved in Crashes with Injuries,
by Initial Point of Impact, 1999-2003
Total: 64,000; Average: 12,800/year
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Figure 2.4 Buses Involved in Crashes with Injuries [2] 

 

Vehicle 1999-2003 Traffic Safety Facts synopsis 

- Sixty four percent of bus crashes involving fatalities result from a frontal initial point of 

impact. Rear impacts account for 16% and side impacts account for 14%. 
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- The initial point of impact in bus crashes involving injuries is evenly distributed, with 

frontal accounting for 37%, side for 36% and rear for 25%. 

- Rollover occurs in less than 3.1% of buses involved in crashes with fatalities, and 0.1% 

of buses involved in crashes with injuries. 

- Fire occurs in less than 0.3% of buses involved in crashes with fatalities, and less than 

0.05% of buses involved in crashes with injuries. 

- Thirty eight percent of buses involved in fatal accidents are school buses, 36% transit 

buses, 11% other, 9% intercity, and 6% are unknown. 

Occupant 1999-2003 Traffic Safety Facts synopsis [7]: 

- From 1999-2003 an average of 40 bus occupants per year were killed and 18,430 injured.  

- Forty seven percent male and 53% female were killed. Fifty one percent male and 49% 

female were injured. 

- School age occupants, ages 5-20, account for 24% of bus occupants killed. 

- Occupants over the age of 55 accounts for 43% of bus occupants killed. 

- Sixty eight percent of bus occupant injuries occur during two vehicle crashes. 

- Sixty one percent of bus occupant fatalities result from frontal crashes, 17% from side 

crashes and 9% from rear crashes. 

- Thirty six percent of bus occupant injuries result from side crashes, 33% from frontal 

crashes and 30% from rear crashes. 

- Twenty eight percent of bus occupant fatalities result from occupant ejection, 53% from 

non-ejected fatal impacts and 19% were unknown. 

- An average of 49 pedestrians and 9 pedal cyclists are killed each year in crashes with 

buses. 
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- Forty percent of bus occupant injuries result from school bus crashes, 24% from intercity 

bus crashes and 23% from transit bus crashes. 

- Thirty percent of bus occupant fatalities result from intercity bus crashes, 24% from 

school bus crashes and 14% from transit bus crashes. 

- An average of 11 bus occupants per year are killed in two vehicle crashes while 162 

occupants per year of other vehicles are killed.(102 occupants in passenger cars, 49 in 

light trucks 9 in motorcycles, and 2 in large trucks). 

- An average of 12,000 bus occupants per year is injured in two vehicle crashes while 

8,800 occupants per year of other vehicles are injured (6,000 in passenger cars and 2,800 

in light trucks).[2] 

 

2.3 History of Numerical Simulation 

First explicit FE codes were developed in the 60’s and 70’s at the defense labs in the US. 

Also first full vehicle car crash models were built and analyzed in the mid 80’s as a research 

project. Now a day’s introduction of supercomputers made it possible to run a full vehicle crash 

model. Continues development in the codes continue to make numerical solutions stable and 

accurate. Numerical simulation has become a fully integrated tool in the vehicle development 

process in the last decade difficult to conceive a vehicle design with today’s constraints of 

regulations and safety without any simulation at all. Accurate and robust analytical tools using 

state-of the- art in computational mechanics and computer hardware are indispensable for crash 

simulations. The contribution of simulation lies in that it complements a testing facility by 

preventing unnecessary work from being done. The ideal picture is indeed one of a design, 
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heavily supported by analysis, resulting in building of only those prototypes that are almost 

certain to pass all final verification testing 

FE crashworthiness analysis of vehicles in particular, is among the most challenging 

nonlinear problems in structural mechanics. Vehicle structures are typically manufactured from 

many stamped thin shell parts and subsequently assembled by various welding and fastening 

techniques. The body-in-white may contain steel of various strength grades, aluminum and/or 

composite materials. [3] 

 

2.4 Types of Frontal Collisions 

 There are several types of frontal collisions which are derived from the real life accident 

scenarios. These are categorized by considering direction of impact load and angle of impact. 

while considering type of impact area and stiffness of the contact are the two essential 

parameters that are needed to be considered. 

Following are some aspects, which should be cleared up in the future and should be used 

in the same way for accidents statistics and for accident analysis. These aspects consider 

direction of impact load and partial or full head on impact. 

2.4.1 Direction of impact load  

When a bus hits another vehicle or any kind of object, the impact load on the front wall 

of the bus has a certain direction related to the longitudinal center plane of the bus. This direction 

can be considered in an angle range of +_45. if this angle is considerable ( e.g. more than +_20) 

it means in practice that the two side- corners of the front wall are hit by the impact load having 

this direction. Figure shows examples of these kinds of collisions having certain angle, acting on 

the side-corner of the drivers compartment (DC). [4]  
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Figure 2.5 Frontal collisions having certain angle on driver side compartment[5] 

 

2.4.2 Partial or full head on impact  

The suggested categorization is based on the locality of the head on impact. The 

following categories can be discussed  

1. Total head on impact, when the bus hits a wall, or wall like solid objects, or heavy commercial 

vehicle. Figure shows examples of the result of this kind of collision. In this case the whole front 

wall is damaged and deformed; kinetic energy is absorbed by the whole bus front, mainly 

longitudinal beams of under frame structure. [4]  

 

Figure 2.6 Full head on collisions when impact load has no angle [5] 
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2. Partial (offset) impact on the Driver Compartment. The final result is very similar whether this 

impact comes at a certain angle or parallel to the center plane of the vehicle. This offset impact 

can influence the driver compartment to its total height or to be concentrated below the wind 

screen.[4] 

 

Figure 2.7 Partial Impact on Driver Side [5] 

 

Figure 2.8 Partial head on collision when impact load has no angle[5]  

 

3. Partial impact on a pole like object. This is special kind of impact because of the type of 

object. It can be central, left, or right side impact.  
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Figure 2.9 Impact with pole [5] 

 

2.5 Frontal Crash Test Regulation FMVSS 208 

The objective of a crash test for Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) No. 208 is to 

measure how well a passenger vehicle would protect its occupants in the event of a serious real 

world frontal crash. 

2.5.1 Approach 
 

The objective of a crash test for Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) No. 

208 is to measure the crashworthiness of a passenger vehicle. The standard specifies 

performance requirements for the protection of vehicle occupants in crashes. Historically, this 

has encouraged improvements to the vehicle structure and restraint systems to enhance occupant 

crash protection. Structural design for crashworthiness seeks to mitigate two adverse effects of a 

crash – (1) degradation of the occupant compartment survival space and (2) the occupant 

compartment deceleration severity. Both effects have the potential to cause injuries – first, 

because of the increase in probability of occupant contact with intruding vehicle components, 

and, second, because of the potential for internal injuries to occupants. The degradation of the 
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occupant compartment survival space is measured by intrusion, while occupant compartment 

deceleration severity is measured by the amplitude and time duration of the crash pulse. 

The ideal frontal crash test procedure will evaluate the potential for occupant injury from 

both deceleration severity and from intrusion. Furthermore, in addition to occupant protection, 

the ideal test procedure will not lead to designs which jeopardize the vehicles’ crash 

compatibility with its collision partners. Finally, the test conditions (i.e., impact speed, impact 

angle, and impact partner) must encompass and be representative of the frontal crash 

environment to which passenger vehicles are exposed on the highway.[6] 

 

2.5.2 Findings  
 

Based on actual crash tests and computer simulations of real world crashes, each test 

procedure has been categorized with respect to its crash pulse and expected intrusion level. The 

crash responses of the vehicles that were similar to the rigid barrier test responses were 

categorized as stiff, whereas the crash responses that were similar to the generic sled pulse were 

categorized as soft. In examining the deceleration levels from the crash tests and simulations, the 

“soft” responses are generally characterized by longer duration pulses and lower acceleration 

levels. The “stiff” pulses are characterized by shorter duration pulses and higher acceleration 

levels. In examining the resulting velocity profiles from these pulses during the first 50 to 60 

milliseconds (the time at which occupants begin to interact with the air bag), it is observed that 

the “soft” pulses result in a velocity change of the occupant that is roughly half that experienced 

by occupants inside vehicles subjected to a stiff pulse. In examining both the crash test and the 

simulation results, the occupants of vehicles subjected to the soft pulses experienced lower injury 

levels than would have occupants of vehicles subjected to stiff pulses. 
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In addition to characterizing the crash pulse response, the expected intrusion outcome 

was determined from crash test measurements and simulations. The intrusion outcome was 

divided into two categories- (1) intrusion level of 0 to 15 cm, and (2) intrusion greater than 15 

cm. The results from these efforts are shown in the table below. Analysis of U.S. crash statistics 

has shown that in crashes where the intrusion exceeds 15 cm, the probability of injury is 

substantially higher than in crashes with lower amounts of intrusion.[6] 

 
Table 2.1 : Test Procedure for FMVSS 208 : Expected outcome[6]. 

 
 

Test Procedure Impact Direction  Crash Pulse Intrusion (est) cm 
Rigidwall/ 
Full frontal  

Perpendicular Stiff  0 – 15  

Rigidwall /  
Full Frontal 

Oblique Soft > 15   

FFFDB/ 
Full Frontal 

Perpendicular Soft 0 - 15 

Offset-Barrier 
(EU Test) 

Perpendicular Soft > 15 

Vehicle- MDB/ 
Full Frontal 

Perpendicular Stiff 0 - 15 

Vehicle-MDB/ 
Overlap 55% 

Perpendicular Soft > 15 

Vehicle-MDB/ 
Overlap > 55% 

Perpendicular Stiff > 15 

Vehicle-MDB/ 
Overlap 33% 

Oblique Soft > 15 

Vehicle-MDB/ 
Overlap > 33% 

Oblique Stiff > 15 

 

2.6 Current FMVSS Regulation for Buses: 

2.6.1. School bus regulations 

Three Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards revised or introduced in 1977 apply to 

school buses only, namely FMVSS 220, School Bus Rollover Protection, FMVSS 221 School 

Bus Joint Strength and FMVSS 222 School Bus Passenger Seating and Crash Protection. In the 
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United States this means the large and small yellow school buses. FMVSS (CFR571.3) defines a 

bus as a motor vehicle designed to carry more than 10 persons and school bus as a bus that 

carries students to and or from school or school related activities. Collision data show that school 

buses that meet theses 1977 requirements provide good occupant protection. The number of 

school bus passenger fatalities in the United States averages fewer than ten each year out of 

approximately 10 billion student trips (NTSB, 1999a). Even so, the discussion continues on the 

potential benefit of the seat belts in the school buses. FMVSS 222 also requires that small school 

buses under 10,000 lb are equipped with a lap/torso seat belt at the driver’s position and right 

front passenger position and with lap or lap/torso seat belts at all other designated seat positions. 

Only six states how ever have legislation mandating the use of lap belts on school buses. At 

present, manufactures only offer lap belts at passenger seating positions.  

In 1985, Thomas Built Buses Inc. performed crash tests on three small buses and found 

little difference in head and chest injuries between lap belted and unrestrained dummies. In 1987, 

the NTSB examined the potential benefits of lap belts in 43 serious school bus collisions (NTSB, 

1987). It was concluded that it was unlikely that lap belts would have improved the injury 

outcome. Intrusion resulted in 11 of the 13 fatalities and caused most of the serious injuries. 

NTSB further concluded that Compartmentalization worked well in protecting school bus 

occupants.   

Since the 1987 NTSB study there has been increasing debate in the United States 

regarding the potential for improved school bus occupant protection by the use of seat belts, 

especially in lateral and rollover collisions. Seat belt advocates largely argue on the potential 

benefit of even lap belts in crash and the benefit of providing children with a common message 
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system offset any potential seat belt benefit and there remains concern that lap belts may result in 

additional injuries in a collision. 

2.6.2. Occupant protection in Transit bus  

   In a NTSB report on bus crashworthiness issues, it is noted that the occupant protection 

concerns for Transit buses are somewhat different than those for school buses (NTSB, 1999). 

Because transit buses are larger in mass and have a lower center of gravity than school buses 

they often respond differently during collisions. Transit buses are equipped with large panoramic 

windows and unlike school buses, fatal injuries in transit bus collisions are often due to occupant 

ejections. There is no federal regulation requiring transit buses to be equipped with active or 

passive passenger protection systems. In a 1999 report on bus crashworthiness issues, NTSB 

observes that injuries and fatalities may be significantly reduced by retaining bus passengers on 

their seats during bus collisions. They further conclude that side window retentive glazing may 

decrease the number of ejections of unrestrained passengers and decrease the risk of serious 

injuries to restrained passengers. 

 

2.7 European Regulation ECE R-80 

2.7.1 Scope 

This Regulation applies to vehicles constructed for the carriage of more than sixteen 

passengers, in addition to the driver and crew, in respect of:  Every passenger seat having a 

reference height of at least 1 m intended to be installed facing forwards and immediately in front 

of another forward-facing seat on a horizontal plane not differing by more than 6/cm from the 

floor level of the other forward-facing seat, and tested according to the requirements of 

paragraph 5. The seat anchorages provided in the vehicle and intended to be fitted with the seats 
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indicated in paragraph or any other type of seat likely to be fitted on these anchorages and tested 

according to the requirements of paragraph 6 ECE documents.[7] 

Figure 2.10 ECE R80 Test Procedure [9] 
 

2.7.2 Findings 
 There is only one UN-ECE regulation that is related to the frontal collision of buses. Reg. 

80 deals with the strength of passenger seats and their restraining effect in case of a certain 

frontal collision. To determine if the seat occupant is correctly retained by the seat in front of 

them also seat and seat anchorages are strong enough. These requirements are based on a 

standard frontal collision a total head on impact with the rigid wall , where the impact speed of 

the bus is in the range of 30-32km/h and the deceleration pulse is inside the given range , having 

an average value in time 6.5-8.5g. However, there is no requirement or regulation to prove 

whether the real bus on which the passengers are traveling provides the described deceleration 

pulse or a more severe one when hitting a concrete wall with a speed of 30 km/h. this is gap 

Reg.80. The shape of the deceleration pulse depends on two things, if the impact speed is 

standardized.  

1. The stiffness of the wall (or any other kind of object) that is hit by the bus. This can be 

standardized for approval.  
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2. The longitudinal stiffness of the bus, which is determined mainly by it’s under floor structure. 

Chassis type buses (having thick longitudinal U beams) are more rigid than monocoque having 

lattice longitudinal beams or than shell type bodies.[9] 

2.8 General Injury Mechanisms in Crash Scenarios 

In motor vehicle crashes there are three types of collision forces that can cause injuries. 

The first force is the direct impact due to the collision between the motor vehicle and another 

object. The second is any collision that may occur between the intruded parts4 of the vehicle and 

the passenger body. The third involves the violent collision of body organs within the body 

frame. The last two forces increase the importance of consistent use of safety restraints in motor 

vehicles. 

2.8.1 Head Injury 

Injuries to head are divided into skull injuries, brain injuries and scalp injuries. Scalp 

injuries are quite common in accidents, but they are considered to be of minor importance. In 

general terms, it is convenient to view head injuries as comprising three distinct varieties. [9] 

2.8.2 Skull Fracture 

Skull fracture can occur with or without damage to the brain but is itself not an important 

cause of neurological death or disability. Skull fractures can be classified in many ways and are 

considered open fractures if the durra is torn or closed fracture if it is not. More conveniently 

fractures are categorized into those of the base. Injuries to the neural substance of the brain are 

primarily cause of neurological dysfunction and can readily be divided into two categories. 

2.8.3 Focal Brain Injuries 

Focal Brain Injuries are those in which a lesion large enough to be visualized with the naked eye 

has occurred and comprised contusion, subdural hematoma, epidural hematoma and intracerebral 
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hematoma. These injuries comprise approximately 50 % of all head injury patients admitted to 

the hospital and are responsible for two-thirds of head injury deaths. 

2.8.4 Diffuse Brain Injuries 

Diffuse brain injuries on the other hand, are associated with more widespread or global 

disruption of neurological function and are not usually associated with macroscopically visible 

brain lesion. Rather they cause widespread disruption of either the function or structure of the 

brain. Since diffuse brain injuries, for the most part, are not associated with visible microscopic 

lesions, they have historically been lumped together to mean all injuries not associated with focal 

lesion. 

2.9 Injury Criterion 

2.9.1 Head Injury Criterion 

The head injury criterion was used to asses head injury. Values greater than1000 indicate 

that there is likelihood of serious head injury. HIC is calculated when the head of the occupant 

comes in hard contact with another rigid object during a frontal (contact) impact. 

It is evaluated as 

 

Where, 

t1, t2 = arbitrary instants of time when head experiences acceleration or deceleration. 

a(t) = resultant linear acceleration at the center of gravity of the head.[9] 
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2.9.2 Neck Injury Criterion 

The neck injury occurs due to excessive compressive or tensile forces along the neck axis 

or excessive shear forces acting perpendicular to the neck axis. The duration of the load acting 

on the neck also affects the level of injury. Neck injury criteria formulated by Mertz and Patrick 

was used.[9] 

The criteria for compressive loading was 

F > 900 – 20t                t< 30 ms 

F > 250 lb (f)                t> 30 ms 

The criteria for tensile loading was 

F> 740 – 2.6 t               t < 34 ms 

F> 1888 - 36.4t            34ms < t > 45 ms 

F> 250 lb (f)                 t > 45 ms 

Neck injuries can also occur due to excessive moments. A limiting value of 504 in-lb and 

1680 in-lb was set for moments in extension and flexion respectively. (The SI equivalent 

of 1 lb-f is 4.484 N and in 1 in-lbf is 0.1130 N-m) 

2.9.3 Thoracic Trauma Index 

Thorax consists of vital organs like heart, chest which are vulnerable to rapid changes in 

the acceleration pulse. It has been seen for the cadaver tests that the peak lateral acceleration on 

the struck side of the rib and lower thoracic spine greatly influences the injury to the thorax [9]. 

The TTI for the side impact has been defined as 

TTI (d) = 0.5 (RIBg + T12g) 

7 

Where, 
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RIBg = Peak acceleration of the 4th and the 8th rib 

T12 g = Peak absolute value of the 12th Thoracic vertebrae in lateral direction (G) 

TTI (d) = Thoracic Trauma Index for the side impact dummy 

2.9.4 Viscous Injury Response (VC) 

Vital organs the chest, heart and blood vessel are built of soft tissues. Therefore 

understanding the mechanism of soft tissue is critical for safety of the occupant. It has been seen 

from the experiments the soft tissue injury is induced by rate sensitive deformation of the chest. 

In some cases pulmonary had cardiac injuries occurred in the conditions of high impact 

velocities with very little chest deformation. This is also supported by injuries caused by impacts 

are fatal [9] 

The viscous criterion is the maximum value of a time function formed by the product of the 

velocity of deformation (V) and the instantaneous compression function 

(C). It is represented by 

 

Where, 

D(t) = deflection of the chest 

T0 = initial torso thickness 

A value of 1.5 m/s was used as a reference value for the human tolerance for the chest and a 

value of 2 m/s for the abdomen of SID in a lateral collision. 
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2.10 FMVSS 208 Injury Criteria 

FMVSS 208 standard is developed to reduce number of fatalities and number of severity 

of injuries to occupant involved in frontal crash. This standard also specifies injury criteria for 

various ATD’s. This standard is used for estimating the fatalities from frontal impact. Parameters 

from FMVSS 208 are used to compare results obtained from MADYMO model of Frontal 

impact transit bus. Injury criteria are shown in table 8.1. 

 

Table 2.2 Injury Criteria for Various ATD’s 
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3. COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS 
 

 
3.1 Preprocessors 

3.1.1 Altair Hypermesh 

Altair Hypermesh is a high-performance finite element pre- and postprocessor for 

popular finite element solvers - allowing engineers to analyze product design performance in a 

highly interactive and visual environment. Hypermesh's user-interface is easy to learn and 

supports many CAD geometry and finite element model files - increasing interoperability and 

efficiency. Advanced functionality within Hypermesh allows users to efficiently mesh high 

fidelity models. This functionality includes user defined quality criteria and controls, morphing 

technology to update existing meshes to new design proposals, and automatic mid-surface 

generation for complex designs with of varying wall thicknesses. Automated tetra-meshing and 

hexa-meshing minimizes meshing time while batch meshing enables large scale meshing of parts 

with no model clean up and minimal user input. 

Benefits 

• Reduce time and engineering analysis cost through high-performance finite element 

modeling and post-processing  

• The industry's broadest and most comprehensive CAD and CAE solver direct interface 

support  

• Reduce overhead costs of maintaining multiple pre- and post-processing tools, minimize 

"new user" learning curves, and increase staff efficiency with a powerful, intuitive, 

consistent finite element analysis environment  
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• Open-architecture design and customization functionality allows Hypermesh to fit 

seamlessly in any environment  

• Reduce redundancy and model development costs through the direct use of CAD 

geometry and legacy finite element models  

• Simplify the modeling process for complex geometry through high-speed, high-quality 

auto meshing, hexa-meshing and tetra meshing  

• Dramatically increase end-user modeling efficiency by eliminating the need to perform 

manual geometry clean up and meshing with Batch Mesher technology.[10] 

3.1.2 Oasys Primer 

The Oasys PRIMER pre processor is designed to make preparation and modification of LS-

DYNA models as fast and as simple as possible, improving user productivity and efficiency, and 

reducing the time spent manipulating and developing models suitable for LS-DYNA. Arup are 

constantly adding extra functionality into PRIMER to aid the common processes in model 

creation. Many of these tools have been developed through user requests and we are always 

happy to consider suggestions through our support team. 

• Model database facility - create load cases instantly.  

• Part Tree navigation for quick model interrogation.  

• Part Table display for part related data - mass, center of gravity, material, section and so 

on. 

• Simple meshing ability.  

• Cross reference viewer - quickly find out how entities are related.  

• Find Attached function - even through tied contacts.  
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• Model manipulation by translation, reflection, rotation and scaling.  

• Model checking - around 2000 individual checks with various auto-fixes available 

 

Figure 3.1 Primer interface window[11] 

• Materials database import.  

• Bill of Materials Processing.  

• Assign Mass and position their Centre of Gravity.  

• Map forming data from one model to another[11] 

 

Figure 3.2 Primer Part Table.[11] 
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3.2 Solver 

3.2.1 Ls-Dyna 

LS-DYNA is a general-purpose, explicit and implicit finite element program used to 

analyze the nonlinear dynamic response of three-dimensional structures. Its fully automated 

contact analysis capability and error-checking features have enabled users worldwide to solve 

successfully many complex problems. LS-DYNA has many solution procedures to simulate the 

physical behavior of 3D structures: nonlinear dynamics, thermal, failure, crack propagation, 

contact, quasi-static, Eulerian, arbitrary Lagrangian -Eulerian (ALE), fluid structure interaction, 

real-time acoustics, multi-physics coupling, etc. The lower order finite elements in LS-DYNA 

are accurate, efficient, simple and fast. For the under-integrated shell and solid elements, zero-

energy modes are controlled by either and hourglass viscosity or stiffness. 

3.3 Post processor  

3.3.1 Altair Motionview  

Altair Motion View is a general purpose pre- and post-processor and visualization tool 

for mechanical system simulation including industry-leading capabilities for flexbodies. 

MotionView pre-processing provides analysts with an intuitive interface for PC and Unix and an 

efficient, neutral multi-body dynamics language that can export to several solvers including 

MotionSolve, ADAMS, DADS, SIMPACK, ABAQUS and NASTRAN. MotionView post-

processing contains the power of HyperView, combining data plotting and high-performance 

interactive 3D animation for models containing rigid as well as flexible components. Optimized 

for speed, MotionView post-processing is capable of synchronized multi-graphic animation and 

plotting for CAE results.[12] 
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4. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL GENERATION AND VALIDATION 

 

4.1 Bus Specification 

 The specifications of this model are as follows, 

 Number of Seats   : 23 + 1 (Driver Seat) 

 Number of Forward Facing Seats : 17 

 Number of Side Facing Seats  : 6 

 Number of Doors   : 2 

 Engine Location   : Rear Engine 

 Number of Tires   : 6 

 

Table 4.1 Bus Dimensions 

 

No. Type Length Width Height 

1. Bus 9248.23 2519.66 3192.456 

2. Front Bumper 2534.83 299.912 198.407 

3. Rear Bumper 2468.21 246.017 241.896 

 

Table 4.1 shows the specification of the bus model used in this thesis. The model obtained from 

the manufacturer is of low floor mass transit bus. The cad model was made available in different 

sub assemblies in the pro-e software. This model contains all the interior parts and driver seat.  
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4.2 Steps in Generation of Finite Element Model 

Figure 4.1 Finite Element Modeling Process 

It is important to determine the analysis requirements of the model before starting the FE 

model creation. These requirements determine how to build the model in Hypermesh. 

Requirements while meshing are dense meshing at the areas where contact can occur and course 

meshing for the non contacting areas. Following steps explain how to create a detailed Fe model.  

4.2.1 3D Cad Data 

This is first and most important step in creation of a FE model. Availability of good Cad 

data is necessary to model minute details of vehicles with greater accuracy. It is necessary to 

capture higher curvature buckling modes of vehicle.  In case of bus model cad model was readily 

available in Pro-Engineering software. Detail cad model with all the interior features was 

available.  Cad geometry was made available in four different sub assemblies, which contains 

detailed geometries of the all parts of the bus.  Figure 4.2 shows one of the subassemblies 

provided by the manufacturer. Figure 4.2 shows detailed geometry of chassis and roof structure. 
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Figure 4.2 Cad Data. 

4.2.2 Geometry defeature 

This is second step in creation of Fe model. In this stage Cad geometry from Pro-e is 

imported into hypermesh with help IGES format. IGES is an abbreviation for Initial Graphics 

Exchange Specification, which is a standard format providing a way of representing geometric 

entities in such a way that several CAD programs can read and process them.  Geometry cleanup 

is very important stage in deciding mesh quality of the component.  

Geometry cleanup involves removal of unwanted pinholes and small fillets which can affect 

mesh quality criterion.  

a. Holes: Holes with diameter less than 10mm are to be ignored. Holes with diameter greater 

than 10 mm should be included while meshing and while meshing around holes minimum of 6 

elements surrounding needed. 
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Figure 4.3 Hole Defeature 

 

b. Flanges: Bend radii less than 8 mm are to be modeled as sharp corner angle and bend radii 

greater than 8mm must have two elements and one node minimum. Flanges of the crash model 

are to be modeled with minimum of three elements across the pan and flanges with width less 

than 15mm should have two elements across the pan.  

c. Notches: For the notches greater than 20mm keep the notch and split the element into 

minimum of two across the width. For the notches less than 20mm eliminate notch and replace it 

by two triangular elements. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Mesh with out defeature of holes 
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Figure 4.5 Mesh with defeature of holes 

 

4.2.3. Element type 

 After the necessary geometry cleanups type of element used for meshing is decided. This 

depends upon the structural integrity of an element in the bus model.  

 In this case all the structural chassis members are modeled as 4-node 3d shell elements and all 

the engine components are modeled as 8-node solid brick elements. 

 

Figure 4.6  Solid meshing guideline 

 

When modeling a sectional structure component minimum of 3 rows of elements used to get 

good in plane bending and also minimum of 5 elements are used to study buckling. 
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Figure 4.7 solid meshing 

  

4.2.4 Mid surface extraction  

Assembly of the all vehicle components is done at the mid surface of a particular 

component so that their will not be problem with initial penetration two adjacent parts. After the 

process of geometry cleaning mid surface of the particular component is extracted.  

 

Figure 4.8 Process of mid surface extraction 
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4.2.5. Mesh quality criterion 

To control minimum time step for the whole model following quality criterion is used. Out of 

which parameters such as minimum length of the element and no of trias are most significant. 

Minimum length of the element directly related to the characteristic length of the element which 

affects minimum time step. Also % of trias should be less than 5% of the total elements in the 

component because trias behave too stiffly during contact.   

 

Table 4.2 Mesh Quality Criterion 

 

 Quality Parameter Allowable 

1 Min Side Length 5.0 

2 Max Side Length 100 

3 Max Aspect Ratio 5.0 

4 Min Quad Internal Angle 45.0 

5 Max Quad Internal Angle 135.0 

6 Min Tria Internal Angle 15.0 

7 Max Tria Internal Angle 120.0 

8 Max Warp Angle 15.0 

9 % of Trias 5.0 

 

4.2.6 Normal’s adjustment  

For particular component it is necessary that all the normals should point in same 

direction. Irregularities in the normal direction can cause contact instabilities in the model. Ideal 
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definition for the normal’s of the two contacting components will be directing towards each 

other. 

Figure 4.9 Normal’s adjustment 

4.2.7 Material and section properties  

4.2.7.1. Material Properties  

Bus parts are made of different material which behaves differently in crash scenario. 

Steel has different properties than aluminum or rubber. So in crash situation behavior of steel 

will be different than of aluminum or rubber. Validation of Finite Element model is largely 

dependent on accuracy of material properties defined in model.  

In Ls-Dyna we can define approximately 100 material models. In Transit bus there almost 14 

materials used namely Aluminum, Steel, Glass, Rubber etc. Ls- Dyna provides ability to define 

material with properties such as yield strength, Poisson’s ratio, modulus of elasticity, density etc. 

In bus chassis is mainly made of steel, frame part of bus i.e. structural part is made up of 

aluminum, glass is used for windows.  

In this section all the material models used in bus were discussed. 

a. Steel parts 

*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY  
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This material card is used for most of chassis parts.  This is material type 24. An elastic-plastic 

material with an arbitrary stress versus strain curve and arbitrary strain dependency can be 

defined using this model. Material type 24 is used for all chassis and steel part. This card is 

defined as follows, (For Steel Material) 

Variable MID RO E PR SIGY ETAN FAIL TDEL 

Type 1002 7.89e-9 2.1e+5 0.3 270 0.01 0.0  

Variable C  P  LCSS LCSR VP    

Type 80.0 4.5 1017 0 0    

 

Load curve of effective stress versus effective plastic strain is defined. Above card is used to 

define the two different steel materials. Two different stress strain curves were used for defining 

above materials. 

1] Curve for Strain Rates 0.00001mm/s, 0.1mm/s, 1000mm/s 

 

Figure 4.10 Load curve effective stress vs. effective strain 
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2] Curve for Strain rates 0.1mm/s, 20mm/s, 4000mm/s 

 

Figure 4.11 Load curve effective stress vs. effective strain 

b. Aluminum parts 

*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY  

Variable MID RO E PR SIGY ETAN FAIL TDEL 

Type 1081150 2.76e-9 69000 0.33 300 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Variable C  P  LCSS LCSR VP    

Type 0.0 0.0 1017 0 0    

Load curve of effective stress versus effective plastic strain is defined as follows. 

 

Figure 4.11 effective stress vs. effective strain 
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c. Tyre 

*MAT_ELASTIC 

This material card is used to define tyre rubber. This is material type 1. This is an isotropic 

elastic material and is available for beam, shell and solid elements in LS-Dyna. This card is 

defined as follows, 

Variable MID RO E PR DA DB K 

Type 10811921 1.3e-9 10000 0.3 0 0  

 

d. Glass 

*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY  

This material card is used to define material of glass. This is material type 24. 

Variable MID RO E PR SIGY ETAN FAIL TDEL 

Type 1081172 2.5e-9 70000 0.22 30 1000 0.01 0 

e. Engine 

*MAT_ RIGID  

This material card is used to define material for engine parts. This is material type 20. Parts made 

from this material are considered to belong to rigid body. This material type provides useful way 

of turning one or more parts comprised of beam, shells and solid elements into rigid body. 

Elements which are rigid are bypassed in the element processing and no storage is allocated for 

storing history variables. Thus rigid material type is very cost efficient. 

Variable MID RO E PR N COUPLE M ALIAS/RE 

Type 1081165 2.75e-9 210000 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 

Variable CMO  CON 1 CON 2      

Type 1.0 0 0      
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f. Accelerometer 

*MAT_ RIGID  

Variable MID RO E PR N COUPLE M ALIAS/RE 

Type 1081181 7.89e-9 210000 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 

Variable CMO  CON 1 CON 2      

Type 1.0 0 0      

Default 0 0 0      

 

g. Springs and dampers 

*MAT_DAMPER_NONLINEAR_VISCOUS 

Shock absorbers are used in bus suspension system. This is material type 5 used for discrete 

spring and dampers. This material provides a viscous translational damper with an arbitrary force 

versus velocity dependency. In this card, user can define force versus rate of displacement curve. 

Variable MID LCDR       

Type 1081200 1009       

A force versus rate of displacement curve is defined in this card. From Optima bus front and rear 

axle damping function were obtained. Damping force versus piston velocity curve is used to 

define curve in this card. 
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Figure 4.13 Front axle damper function 

 

Table 4.3 Front axle damper function 

 

 Front Axle Damping Function 

  Damping 

Force (N) 

Piston Velocity 

(mm/sec) 
-650 -500 

-550 -400 

-450 -300 

-350 -200 

-250 -100 

0 0 

250 100 

350 200 

450 300 

550 400 

650 500 
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Figure 4.14 Rear axle damper function 

 

Table 4.4 Rear axle damper function 

 

 Rear Axle Damping Function 

 Damping 

Force (N) 

Piston Velocity 

(mm/sec) 
-958.32 -500 

-843.75 -400 

-708.33 -300 

-562.4 -200 

-375 -100 

0 0 

375 100 

562.4 200 

708.33 300 

843.75 400 

958.32 500 
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*MAT_SPRING_NONLINEAR_ELASTIC 

This card is used to define spring element. This is material type 4 for discrete spring and 

dampers. This material provides nonlinear elastic translational and rotational spring with 

arbitrary force versus displacement.  

Variable MID LCD LCR      

Type 1081203 1007 0      

From Optima Bus front and rear spring functions were obtained. The functions used in Fe model 

are as follows 

 

Figure 4.15 Front axle spring function 

Table 4.5 front axle spring function 

 

Front Axle Spring Function 

Load (N) Height (mm) 
-38.1 -53378.7 

-25.4 -31137.6 

-12.7 -11120.6 

0 0 
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 12.7 11120.55 

25.4 19600 

38.1 26689.33 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Rear axle spring function 

 

Table 4.6 Rear axle spring function 

 

 Rear Axle Spring Function 

Load (N) Height (mm) 
-35.56 -18237.7 

-22.86 -7561.98 

-10.16 -2668.93 

0 0 

15.24 2668.933 

27.94 4448.222 

40.64 6227.51 
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h. Bumper 

*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY  

This card is used to define material properties of bumper. Bumper is made of plastic.  

Variable MID RO E PR SIGY ETAN FAIL TDEL 

Type 1081208 1.2e-9 2800 0.3 45 420   

Default None None None None None 0 10e+20 0 

4.2.7.2 Section Properties  

Table 4.7 Current shell Element formulations in LS-DYNA 

 
Type  Name  

 
Nodes  Interpolation  

Order 
cpu 

1 Hughes - Liu 4 2 3.5 
11 Fast Hughes Liu 4 2  
6 SRI Hughes-Liu 4 2 20 
7 SRI Hughes-Liu 4 2 10 
2 Belytschko-Lin- Tsay 4 2 1 
10 Belytschko-Wong- Chiang 4 2 1.1 
8 Belytschko-Leviathan 4 2 1.3 
3 Belytschko- Machertas 3 3  
4 Belytschko- Kennedy 3 2  
5 Membrane 4 2  
9 FI membrane 4 2  
16  FI- ANS (Bathe-Dvorkin) 4 2 3.5 

 
 
 

The Hughes-Liu element family was the first shell elements to be implemented in LS-

DYNA. The table shows remarkable efficiency of the Belytschko-Tsay element (type 2) 

compared to fully integrated shells (type16). An additional advantage of this element for 

crashworthiness analysis is the numerical robustness of the formulation (warp angles of 180 
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degrees usually do not cause core dumps) consequently the Belytschko-Tsay element is the 

workhorse of all crashworthiness analysis. 

Due the advantage of fast computing time over other element formulation Belytschko-

Tsay element is used for all the structural and chassis parts. Hughes – Liu element formulation is 

used for seat elements. 

4.2.8. Documentation 
Documentations of meshed components are very important in tracking progress of model 

generation and also it very handful during editing of a particular component. Detail excel sheet 

of the part information such as part no., section id, no. of integration points, thickness of the 

component and its material properties is maintained. This documentation proves very helpful in 

editing of this detailed Fem model. 

4.2.9. Part assembly 

a. Spot Welds 

*CONSTRAINED SPOTWELD card is used to give mass less spot welds between 

noncontiguous nodal pairs. The spot weld is a rigid beam that connects the nodal points of the 

nodal pairs. Thus nodal rotations and displacements are coupled. The spot welds must be 

connected to nodes having rotary inertias e.g. beam or shell.  

Failure of spotwelds occurs when addition of shear force and normal force at spot weld is greater 

than effective plastic strain. We can specify this value in constrained spotweld card and if this 

value is reached then spotwelds will fail.  
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Where fn and fs are the normal and shear interface force.  

*CONSTRAINED_SPOTWELD 

Variable WID N1 N2 SN SS N M TF

Type 1007 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Default 0        

 

This is the spotweld card used in model. 

b. Kinematic Joints and Suspension System Definition: 

 

Figure 4.17 Rear axle kinematic joints 
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Figure 4.18 Front axle kinematic joints 

 

Total no of joints in the bus = 32 

The bus uses an air-ride suspension that is designed to dampen the shocks transmitted 

from the road surface to the passengers. A height control valve is used to maintain the proper 

ride height by controlling the volume of air in the springs. 

The front axle has four air springs that have been modeled with four translational kinematical 

joints with nonlinear spring functions, and two hydraulic shock absorbers that have been 

modeled with two translational joints with nonlinear damper functions. The FE model allows 

changes in riding height and air spring pressures. Two additional spherical joints in the control 

arms and two revolute joints in the wheels are defined as shown in figure. 

The rear axle has four air springs that have been modeled with four translational kinematical 

joints with nonlinear spring functions, and two hydraulic shock absorbers that have been 

modeled with two translational joints with nonlinear damper functions. The FE model allows 

changes in riding height and air spring pressures. A typical spring and damper function is shown 

in figure 4.17 Eight additional revolute joints in the four control arms and two revolute joints in 

the wheels are defined as shown in figure 4.17. 

 
4.2.10 Loads and boundary conditions  
 

Different loads such as the gravity load, friction forces, and internal pressure should be 

considered during crash simulation. Friction forces are present between the tires and road surface 

and between all contacts. Pressure exists on the inner surface of the tire. In the FE model, gravity 

is applied at the beginning of the simulation. It causes time dependent deformations and stresses. 

Rapid application of the gravity leads to vibrations, which can be reduced by implementation of 
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large initial damping. Initial displacements caused by gravity only, are mostly due to 

deformations in front and rear suspensions.  

Translational accelerations (accelerations along x, y and z axis) allow body forces to be 

imposed on a structure. The body force is held constant to simulate the gravitational load. Based 

on previously defined coordinate system, Z axis was vertical and coincides with the direction of 

gravity, so the translational acceleration along Z axis was set equal to the gravity acceleration 

with X and Y components zero. Conceptually, base acceleration is the acceleration of the 

coordinate system in the specified direction, thus the inertial loads acting on the model are of 

opposite sign . In this case, the Z axis was upward and the gravity acceleration was downward, 

so the base acceleration should be positive 9810mm/ s2. 

The internal pressure applied on tires was modeled by AIRBAG, which defined 

thermodynamic behavior of the gas flow into the airbag as well as a reference for the fully 

inflated bag . Airbag is modeled by control volume, which was defined as a volume enclosed by 

a surface. Usually the surface includes shell or membrane elements comprising the airbag fabric 

material. 

4.3 Finite Element Model Assembly  

4.3.1 Chassis sub assembly 
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Figure 4.19 Assembly of Chassis parts 

All the chassis parts are meshed as 3-d shell elements with element formulation 2. Components 

which are important from view of point of impact are densely meshed with element size ranging 

from 10 to 15mm i.e. components at front, rear and middle of the bus is densely meshed.  

4.3.2 Engine assembly 

Initial cad geometry 
Hypermesh solids 
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Catia Geometry Final meshed engine 

Figure 4.20 Engine meshing process  

Engine components are simplified in CATIA to avoid unnecessary complications while 

meshing. Figure shows initial pro-e geometry of the engine. Dimensions are taken from parts and 

the engine is redrawn in the CATIA. All the engine parts are meshed as 8 node solid brick 

element except oil pan is meshed as shell elements. All the engine parts are specified as rigid 

material. These parts are joined together with help of constrained rigid body card. Properties are 

adjusted with help of *part inertia card to get the same dynamic behavior of the actual engine. 

4.3.3 Engine and chassis assembly 

 

Figure 4.21 Engine and chassis assembly 

Meshed engine assembly is mounted on the engine frame and it is connected to the chassis with 

help of connectors.  

4.3.4 Tire  
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Figure 4.22 Tires 

Tire are modeled as rubber material with control volume with help of *Airbag card  

4.3.5 Bus bumpers 

Front Bumper Rear Bumper 

Figure  4.23 Front and Rear bumper 

 

 

 

4.3.6 Roof Structure and windows 
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Figure 4.24 Roof assembly 

Roof structure consists of several longitudinal and cross members of I section. Roof 

structure is meshed with coarse elements since it doesn’t play any significant role during frontal, 

side and rear crash scenarios. The element size is kept in the range of 50 to 70 mm.   

 

Figure 4.25 Bus windows  

 

4.3.7 Rear drive train 
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Figure 4.26  Rear drive train  

Rear drive train consists of six tires and 4 air springs. Air springs are modeled with help of 

spring element with non linear stiffness properties. Two dampers are modeled with non linear 

damping properties. 

4.3.8 Front drive train  

Figure 4.27 Front drive train 

Front drive train consists of two tires and 4 air springs.  Front drive train has two revolute joints 

with wheels. Front axle has rigid properties so as to neglect deflection due to self weight of the 

bus.  

 

 

4.3.9 Assembly with windows 
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Figure 4.28 Assembly with windows 

4.3.10 Roof and wind shield assembly.  

 

Figure 4.29 Roof wind shield assembly 

 

4.3.11 Vehicle interior  
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Figure 4.30 Bus Interior 

Figure shows detail interior of the bus model. Seat members are modeled with 3-d shell 

elements with plastic material properties.  

Figure 4.31 Modesty panel and seat attachment  

Figure shows details of seat attachment and modesty panel. Modesty panel acts as both 

physical and visual barrier for seated passengers. It is modeled as plastic material. Seats are 

connected to the side panels with help c-channels of aluminum.   
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Figure 4.32 Hand rail and stanchions  

All stanchions and handrails are securely fastened into structural members at all 

mounting points. Handrails are modeled with shell elements with aluminum properties and 

stanchions are modeled as shell elements with nylon properties. 

 

Figure 4.33 Driver seat and steering wheel  

Driver seat is meshed as 3d shell elements but it is not used in the simulation of frontal 

impacts because it adds significant amount of time to the simulation. Steering wheel is fine 

meshed to see it intrusion in the driver survival space. 
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4.3.12 Full Finite element model  

 

Figure 4.34 Full finite element model  

 

 

Figure 4.35 Full finite element model bottom view  

Figure 4.34 and 4.35 sh nd 298833 nodes and 

 

ows full finite element model of the bus. It has arou

282025 elements. Out of the total elements it has around 267791 quad and 10872 trias. It has 

around 1338 components and around 43 sub assemblies. Parts such as front bumper, front wind 

shield and chassis parts are meshed with maximum element size of around 15 to 20 mm. Mass of 

the bus adjusted with help of mass elements specified all over the body.  
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4.3.13 Section force location 

Figure. 4.36 section forces 

A deformable part is ‘cut’ by a cross-section to monitor transmission of forces and 

moments through that part. Output ta specified with 

*DATA m 

interval for cross-section da

BASE_SECFORC Output can be in the global or an updated local coordinate syste

.Output includes forces, moments, centroid and area of cut. 

4.3.14 Accelerometer  

 

Figure 4.37 Accelerometer location  

Accelerom
Location. 

eter 
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The accelerometer is f e nodes defined in the card. 

Whene

eans that the accelerations and velocity of node 1 will be 

out put

 the 

deform

ixed to a rigid body containing thre

ver computed accelerations are compared to the experiment results or whenever computed 

accelerations are compared between different runs accelerometers are essential. Raw nodal 

accelerations contain considerable numerical noise and their comparisons are generally 

meaningless and therefore misleading.  

The presence of accelerometer m

 to all output files in local instead of global coordinates. The local coordinate system is 

defined by the three nodes as follows. Local X from node 1 to node 2. Local z  plane 

perpendicular to the plane containing nodes 1, 2 and 3. Local y is vector product of x and z. three 

nodes are part of the same rigid body so that the local axis will rotate with same rigid body. 

Accelerometers are defined all over the bus structure. They are attached to

able body with help of constrained extra node card. Accelerometers provide output data 

such as acceleration, velocity and displacement in X, Y and Z direction in the rigid body output 

ascii file. 
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4.4 Finite Element Model Validation 

for a variety of impact conditions specified in the Bus 

Procure

pact Validation

The model has been validated 

ment Guidelines [11]. The test data for the Bus Procurement Guidelines test conditions 

was provided by the bus manufacturer, additional higher speed crashworthiness evaluations were 

compared to data from previous publications of similar class transit buses [8]. The validation 

parameters were limited to the test data provided; these data included Bus CG displacements, 

velocities, acceleration, rigid wall reaction forces, and measurements of permanent structural 

deformations. The bus vehicle is prepared according to the specification prescribed by the 

manufacturer.  

4.4.1 Frontal Im  

idelines section 5.4.3.9.2 [11]; no part of the bus, including the 

bumper

Per Bus Procurement Gu

, shall be damaged as a result of a 5-mph (8 km/hr) impact of the bus at curb weight with 

a fixed, flat barrier perpendicular to the bus' longitudinal centerline.  The bumper shall return to 

its pre-impact shape within 10 minutes of the impact.  As shown in figure 4.36, the FE model 

parameters correlate with the results from the physical test. The front bumper test vehicle 

kinematics is shown on figure 4.37. As shown in figure 4.39 the stress levels do not exceed the 

yield strength of the bumper or any of the front structure components, therefore it can be 

assumed that the bumper cover should return to its pre-impact shape. 
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Table 4.8 Frontal validation test conditions. 

Parameter Physical Test Finite Element Model 

 

Test Type Frontal Bumper Barrier Test Frontal Bumper Barrier Test 

Bus Weight 21800 lbs (9888 kg) 21800 lbs (9888 kg) 

Impact Speed 5 mph (8.0 km/hr) 5 mph (8.0 km/hr) 

Impact Angle 0 degrees 0 degrees 

Fixed Target Fixed Flat Barrier Barrier Fixed Flat 

Test Setup Front Bumper Contacts Flat acts Flat 

Barrier 

Front Bumper Cont

Barrier 

Occupants None None 
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Figure  4.38 Front bumper test validation. 

 

 

 

Figure  4.39. Front bumper test validation vehicle kinematics. 
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Figure 4.40 Front bumper cross section and frontal view von Mises stress (MPa). 

 

4.4.2 Side Impact Validation 

Per Bus Procurement Guidelines section 5.4.1.2 [11]; the bus shall withstand a 25-mph 

(40.4 km/hr) impact by a 4,000-pound (1814 kg) automobile at any point, excluding doorways, 

along either side of the bus with no more than 3 inches (76 mm) of permanent structural 

deformation at seated passenger hip height.  This impact shall not result in sharp edges or 

protrusions in the bus interior. 

 

Table 4.9. Side impact validation test conditions. 

 

Parameter Physical Test Finite Element Model 

Test Type Side Impact Side Impact 

Target Vehicle Transit Bus Transit Bus 

Target Vehicle Weight 21290 Lbs (9656 kg) 21290 Lbs (9656 kg) 

Impact Speed 25.1 mph (40.4 Km/hr) 25.1 mph (40.4 Km/hr) 

Impact Angle 2700 2700
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Bullet Vehicle Weight 4018 Lbs (1822 kg) 4018 Lbs (1822 kg) 

Bullet Vehicle  1983 Chevrolet Caprice  Modified FMVSS 214 Barrier 

Occupants None None 

Bus Tire Pressure 110 psi (7.6 bar) 110 psi (7.6 bar) 

 

Due to the unavailability of a FE model for a 1983 Chevrolet Caprice, a modified 

FMVSS 214 type deformable barrier model was created. In order to create the model the 

required inertial parameters such as the vehicle’s wheelbase, track width, bumper height, and 

vehicle weight were obtained from the NHTSA Light Vehicle Inertial Parameter Database [12], 

and data from vehicle specifications. The FMVSS 214 type barrier overall dimensions were 

modified accordingly as shown in figure 4.40. Consecutively the 1983 Caprice maximum 

dynamic crush displacements (0.838 m), vehicle weight (1869 kg), weight distribution (54.2 % 

font and 48.8 % rear), and front structure linear stiffness values (662.5 kN/m) were derived from 

NHTSA’s 56.8 km/hr front crash test number 515 [12,13]. The modified barrier mass, stiffness 

and crush region were modified accordingly as shown in figure 4.40. The modified barrier model 

performance for a 56.8 km/hr frontal test was compared with the results of a 1983 Chevrolet 

Caprice crash test [13].  As shown in figure 10, the modified deformable barrier (MDB) model 

captures the overall phasing and amplitude of the vehicle’s CG velocity and displacement test 

profiles. Figure 4.41 shows the comparison with the test of the bus center of gravity velocity and 

displacement time histories. There is a difference in bus CG y-velocity after 60 ms; this 

discrepancy is attributed to the differences in linear stiffness characteristics, and structural load 

path of the MDB with respect to the actual 1983 Caprice frontal structure. Figure 4.43 shows that 

the post–test intrusion in the bus compartment is 12 mm at the end of the 150 ms event; the 

maximum intrusion measured minutes after the physical test was 8 mm. 
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Figure 4.41. Modified FMVSS 214 barrier 35mph (56 km/hr) frontal impact validation. 

 

 

Figure 4.42 Bus 40 km/hr side impact test validation. 
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Figure 4.43 Side impact test vehicle kinematics. 
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Figure 4.44. Displacement (mm) and von Mises stress (MPa) contour plots. 

 

4.4.3 Rear Impact Validation 

Per Bus Procurement Guidelines section 5.4.3.9.2 [11]; no part of the bus, including the 

bumper, shall be damaged as a result of a 2-mph (3.2 km/hr) impact of the bus at curb weight 

with a fixed, flat barrier perpendicular to the longitudinal centerline of the bus.  The bumper shall 

return to its pre-impact shape within 10 minutes of the impact.  As shown on figure 14, the FE 

model parameters correlate with the results from the physical test. The stress levels do not 

exceed the yield strength of the bumper or any of the rear structure components; therefore it can 

be assumed that the bumper cover should return to its pre-impact shape. 

 

Table 4.10. Rear impact validation test conditions. 

 

Parameter Physical Test Finite Element Model 

Test Type Rear Bumper Barrier Test Rear Bumper Barrier Test 

Bus Weight 21800 lbs (9888 kg) 21800 lbs (9888 kg) 

Impact Speed 2 mph (3.2 km/hr) 2 Mph (3.2 km/hr) 
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Impact Angle 0 degrees 0 degrees 

Fixed Target Fixed Flat Barrier Fixed Flat Barrier 

Test Setup Rear Bumper Contacts Flat Barrier Rear Bumper Contacts Flat Barrier 

 

 

Figure 4.45 Rear impact test validation. 
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5. ANALYSIS OF FRONTAL IMPACT OF BUS 

 

Analyzing the accident statistics and types of bus frontal collisions, some technical safety 

aspects can be underlined. These subjects may be targets of international regulations in the 

future. It is interesting to compare these issues to the regulations of the other type of vehicle. 

Two types of issues are considered while studying frontal impact scenarios. 

1. Protection of driver   

2. Protection of occupants 

5.1 Protection of the Driver  

The most dangerous impact situations for the driver are the partial impacts on the DC 

(driver compartment). The impact load as discussed in above chapters may have an angle or may 

be parallel to the longitudinal center plane of the vehicle. The impact load may act along the total 

height of the front wall or only in a certain height range. A special impact load is produced by a 

pole like object. When analyzing hit on DC, three basic things need to be considered. 

1. The stiffness (load bearing capacity) of DC is much higher (by one or two orders under its 

floor level than above it. 

2. The stiffness of the driver compartment rapidly decreases with increasing angle of the partial 

impact.  

3. The position of the DC in height (h is related to the road level) may vary widely which means 

the floor height of this compartment (under driver’s seat) may alter between 600 and 1300 mm.  

    Amongst the three things suggested above 1 and 3 are natural consequences of the 

arrangements of the DC, which should be considered when working on regulations. But 2 may 
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be changed or developed in the future, to provide a semi uniform protection for the driver, 

independent of the direction of the impact.  

5.1.1 Standard Accident Situation     

To define appropriate accident situations is not very easy. First of all it is necessary to 

emphasize that in the case of high speed partial frontal collision, hitting the DC, the total kinetic 

energy is not absorbed by the DC itself. 

1. Hitting a car or van the bus pushes this vehicle and the kinetic energy of the bus is absorbed 

beyond the deformation work of DC during further motion of the two vehicles (braking energy, 

friction work) and by the deformation work of the car or van. 

2. Hitting another similar heavy vehicle, both vehicles have further motion with changed 

direction and the other vehicle also endures serious structural deformation.  

3. Hitting a rigid wall   at certain angle the bus runs away in a changed direction.  

The conclusion of this brief discussion shows that although the energy absorbed by the DC 

depends on the impact speed, this function is not progressive one but a degressive one and may 

not be directly derived form the kinetic energy of the bus. To determine those accident situations 

in which the survival space would be protected in the DC, the following things should be 

considered.  

a. The direction of impact load, parallel load and/or under angle of 45. 

b. Dynamic or static load may be used when testing the DC. 

c. The magnitude of the load (force, impact energy).[4] 

5.1.2 Survival space for driver  

The survival space means the minimum room in which the driver has high-level probability to 

survive the frontal collision without serious injury. No structural parts may intrude into this 
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space as a consequence of the collision.  The volume of this space depends on the extent of the 

driver’s body and also on the restraint system of the driver, which allows a certain, limited 

motion of the driver. The major difficulty when defining the survival space is caused by the 

steering column and wheel, which are already in survival space before the frontal collision, but 

their deformation and displacements can cause serious injury to the driver. 

5.1.3 Restraint system for driver 

To keep the driver in the survival space requires use of restraint system. This system 

today is a 3-points seat belt, which is fixed to the driver’s seat. Hopefully, in the future, airbag 

systems will be developed for bus drivers too. There is no international regulation for a driver’s 

seat to be equipped with a seat belt and no international requirements on how to check the 

biomechanical loads on the driver. 

5.2. Protection of the Passengers  

There are three major issues relating to this subject. Different accident situations need to 

be considered here also.  

1. No survival space remains for them as the result of the large scale, extended structural 

deformations. Or in the other words, they are compressed by the deforming structural parts, these 

parts intrude into their survival space, more exactly into their body. 

2. Survival space remains enough, but the occupants do not remain in their place, because of 

high deceleration they move out from the survival space, if there is no appropriate restraint. 

3. Unacceptable high biomechanical loads are acting on the occupants when the restrain system 

is working.[4] 

The passengers are in a good position related to the danger 1 because practically there is 

no structural deformation in the passenger compartment in case of any kind of frontal collision. 
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Concerning danger 2 and 3 these realistic for the passengers, if the deceleration is high during 

the collision. This happens in case of frontal impact when the bus has considerable speed.[5] 

 

5.3 Test Matrix  

Table 5.1 Frontal Impact test matrix 

 

 

Sr. No. Condition Source Test Procedure
1 Bus - 30mph Rigid Barrier
2 Bus - 30mph : 30 Degree Rigid wall
3 Bus - 30mph : Dodge Caravan - 30 mph
4 Bus - 30mph: F800 30mph-100%overlap
5 Bus - 30mph : Dodge Neon - 30 mph
6 Bus - 30mph : Dodge Caravan - 30 mph
7 Bus -30 mph: F800 30mph-40%overlap
8 Bus - 30mph : Dodge Neon - 30 mph
9 5mph Front Barrier

10 5.5mph Front 30 Degree Corner
11 6.5mph Front Center
12 Bus - 30mph :Perpendicular Dodge Caravan - 0 mph
13 Bus - 30mph :Perpendicular Dodge Neon - 0 mph
14 Bus - 30mph :Dodge Caravan - 0 mph
15 Bus - 30mph :Dodge Neon - 0 mph
16 Bus - 30mph :Dodge Caravan - 30 mph
17 Bus - 30mph :Dodge Neon - 30 mph
18 Bus - 18.64mph Rigid Barrier
19 Bus - 25mph Rigid Barrier
20 Bus - 35mph Rigid Barrier
21 Bus- 18.64mph:Bus 18.64 mph-100%overlap
22 Bus - 20mph :Bus20  mph
23 Bus - 30mph :Bus30  mph
24 Bus -18.64mph: Bus18.64mph-40%overlapBus With Bus

Bus 30' impact with vehicle

Bus with Rigid wall

Front 90 impact

Bus Front with rear of vehicle

Front 100% Bus FMVSS

Front 100%  

Front 40% Overlap

Bumper Test

This test matrix is obtained from the current FMVSS and ECE standards.  Some of these runs are 

derived from real world crash scenarios with passenger car (sedan), passenger van and large 

truck. Some of the runs are 40% overlap and some of them are 100% overlap which have derived 

from FMVSS 208 test matrix. 
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5.4 Test Condition FMVSS 208 Full Frontal Rigid Wall  
 
Target Vehicle: BUS                               Impact speed: 30mph                           overlap: 100% 
 

Front view 
 

Side view 

Top view 
   

Isometric view 
Figure 5.1 Test condition FMVSS 208 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5.2 Deformation contours FMVSS 208 full frontal 
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Figure 5.3 Occupant kinematics FMVSS 208 full frontal 

Figure 5.3 shows occupant kinematics of the frontal impact of the bus with rigid wall at 

30mph

 stiff structure and in the survival space for 

the dri

 to the seat they are flying in the occupant 

compar

  

 

. This FMVSS 208 condition represents impact between two vehicles both traveling at 

30mph towards each other i.e. it represents bus to bus impact at the speed of 30 mph. This 

condition represents change in velocity of 60 mph.   

In this accident scenario driver cabin acts as

ver no intrusion is observed. Floor part over the front axle acts as energy absorbing 

mechanism in the bus. Also no intrusion is observed in the survival space of the occupants. 

Occupant compartment acts as stiff structure. 

As the dummies are not restrained

tment. 
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Figure 5.4 CG accelerations FMVSS 208 full frontal 
 

Figure 5.5 CG velocity FMVSS 208 full frontal 
 

CG acceleration gure5.4. Maximum CG 

acceler

locity of the bus reaches to zero at time 0.08sec and after that bus bounces back 

from the rigid wall.  

and velocity are shown in the figure 5.3 and fi

ation 35g’s and it is widely spread time duration of 0.1 sec which is severe on the 

occupants. 

X-ve
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Figure 5.6 CG displacement FMVSS 208 full frontal  
 
 

Figure 5.7 Comparison of acceleration for FMVSS 208 full frontal 
 

Acceleration levels at left and right locations in the occupant compartment are similar to 

CG of the bus

occupa

. Driver experience’s significantly high acceleration level as compared to the 

nt compartment. Acceleration pulse on the driver seat of the bus has maximum value of 

70g’s. 
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5.5 Test Condition ECE R80 Full Frontal Rigid Wall  

Target
 

 Vehicle: BUS            Impact speed: 18.64mph                                       overlap: 100% 
 

 

 
Figure 5.8 Test condition ECE R80 Full frontal rigid wall 

 
 

Figure 5.9 Deformation contours ECE R80 Full frontal rigid wall 
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Figure 5.10 Occupant kinematics EC
 
 

E R80 Full frontal rigid wall 

Figure 5.11 CG acceleration ECE R80 full frontal rigid wall 
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Figure 5.12 CG velocity ECE R80 full frontal rigid wall 
 
 

Figure 5.13 CG displacement ECE R80 full frontal rigid wall 
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Figure 5.14 Comparison ECE R80 full frontal rigid wall 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.15 Section forces ECE R80 full frontal rigid wall 
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5.6 Test Condition Vehicle to Vehicle   
 
Target Vehicle: BUS                                                Bullet vehicle: neon 
Impact speed: 18.64mph                                          overlap: 100% 

 
 

 

 
Figure 5.16 Test condition bus with neon 

 
 

Figure 5.17 Deformation contours bus with neon 
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Figure 5.18 Occupant Kinematics bus with neon 

 
 

Figure 5.19 CG Acceleration bus with neon 
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Figure 5.20 CG velocity bus with neon 
 
 

Figure 5.21 CG Displacement bus with neon 
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Figure 5.22  Comparison of Different accelerometer 
 
 

5.7 Bus with Rigid Wall Impact  
 

Since the FE model is used to study the crashworthiness behavior for a range of impact 

velocities, a series of frontal rigid barrier simu tions with impact velocities ranging from 6.5 

 study the behavior of the FE model. 

 

la

mph up to 35mph were analyzed to

Figure 5.23 Transit Bus Global Accelerations comparison 
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Figure 5.24 Transit Bus Velocities Comparison 

 
 
 

 
Figure 5.25 Transit bus displacements comparison 
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6. MADYMO MODEL OF BUS 

 

6.1 Development of Model 

6.1.1 Generation of Multibody Model for Bus 

MADYMO provides unique tool of facet modeling which enables to use finite element 

mesh. For the generation of multibody model of for frontal impact of bus Finite element mesh of 

seat is selected from FE model of transit bus. Only shell elements meshed parts are used to 

define facets in madym according to element 

n i.e. triangular shaped elements or quadrilateral shaped elements. Only seat is 

acet because to obtain better idea of its shape. Rest of the part such as bus floor, 

rest are modeled with multibody. This model is not validated 

ation of injures incase of frontal impact. 

o. FE shell mesh is divided into two collectors 

configuratio

defined as f

windows, modesty panel and head 

and only used for estim

 

Figure 6.1 Madymo model of Bus 
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6.1.2 Dummy Selection 

MADYMO has different types of dummies to represent every living human being 

ranging from child to adult male and female. For this transit bus model three types of multibody 

dummies are selected. The Hybrid III 50th percentile male dummy is selected which represents 

size and weight of average adult male population in USA. Second type of dummy is Hybrid III 

95th percentile male dummy which is stands for largest size in adult population. The third 

dummy type is Hybrid III 5th percentile small female dummy which represents smallest size in 

adult population. 

6.1.3 Property Selection 

To define contacts between dummy model and ellipsoid, facets force deflection 

characteristic is required. Force deflection characteristic input by user for each part is responsible 

of contact definition. Contact characteristics, friction coefficient and damping are three important 

factors which affect MADYMO simulations. Selection of appropriate contact parameters such as 

stiffness, coefficient of friction, hy  important. However, for 

e deflection data is taken from standard madymo model libraries.  

Differe

steresis and damping, is extremely

generation of this model forc

nt contact characteristics are used for ellipsoid parts and for facet part.  

6.1.4 Acceleration Pulse  

Acceleration pulses for MADYMO simulation are obtained from finite element 

simulation done for frontal impact test. Acceleration pulses at different location s of the bus are 

compared and acceleration level in passenger compartment is measured from FE simulation of 

bus frontal impact and is given to dummies in MADYMO model.  
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6.2 Bus with Rigid Wall 18.64 mph   

6.2.1 Acceleration Pulse 

Following figure shows acceleration pulse for the occupant compartment. This pulse is used to 

estimate injuries in case of frontal impact. 

 

Figure 6.2 Acceleration pulse ECE R80 regulation speed 

6.2.2 Madymo occupant kinematics  

 

 

 

Figure   6.3 occupant kinematics for ECE R80  
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6.3 Bus 30mph with Dodge Neon 30mph 

6.3.1 Acceleration Pulse  

Following figure shows acceleration pulse for the occupant compartment. This pulse 

obtained from simulation of frontal impact of bus traveling at 30mph with dodge neon traveling 

at 30mph with 100%overlap, which is applied to the developed madymo model.  

Figure 6.4 Acceleration pulse Bus with neon 

6.3.2 Madymo occupant kinematics  

 

  

  

Figure 6.5 Occupant Kinematics for frontal impact with sedan 
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6.4 Bus 30mph with Dodge Caravan 30mph 

6.4.1 Acceleration Pulse  

Following figure shows acceleration pulse for the occupant compartment. This pulse obtained 

from simulation of frontal im neon traveling at 30mph 

with 100%overlap. 

pact of bus traveling at 30mph with dodge 

Figure 6.6 Acceleration pulse for bus impacting van 

 

6.4.2 Madymo occupant kinematics  
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Figure 6.7 Occupant Kinematics for front impact with van 

From figure 6.5 and 6.7 it is observed that when a bus is hit by sedan or a passenger van 

their no much movement of dummies. There is no actual ejection of dummies from the seat itself 

so injuries due to ejection are not observed 
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7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

er member in the bus. Although driver experiences 

more acceleration in all the runs no intrusions are observed in the driver survival space, except 

for the impact with f800 truck. The 40% overlap condition impact with f800 truck has more 

intrusions in the driver compartment.  

 In most of 100% overlap runs left side of the experiences more acceleration than the 

right side of the bus. Amongst all three impacting vehicle i.e. dodge caravan, dodge neon and 

f800, the f800 produces more acceleration at CG of the bus.  

Amongst rigid wall impact of the bus acceleration at center gravity increase with increase 

in the impact speed of the bus. The 35mph rigid wall impact produces largest acceleration at all 

the four locations of the bus.  

Table 7.1 Summary of accelerations 

 

From the table below of the summaries it can be observed that driver of the bus 

experiences more acceleration than any oth
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Figure 7.1 Deceleration compared to ECE R8
 

0 Regulation pulse 

11 bus [1] of similar mass. It is observed that the nature of the 

pulse is stiff as compared to pu imulation of the regulation it 

is observed that seat backs and seat anchorages are strong enough to retain occupants on their 

seat. No flying of the dummies is observed in the simulation. 

 

Table 7.2 Injury parameters rigid wall impact 18.64 mph 

 

The deceleration pulse at the CG of the bus is observed to greater than prescribed range 

in the regulation ECE R80. Bus structure is observed to be stiffer. The bus CG pulse compared 

with acceleration from IK – 4

lse from IK- 411 bus. From the fem s

Injury Criteria 5th % 50th %
Dummy - 2 (5th%) Dummy - 5 (50th%) Dummy 7 (95th%) Dummy - 12 (50th%)

  HIC (15ms Max.) 700 700 1149 115.035 161.615 46.79
  Chest Res. Acc.(3ms) in G's 60 60 27.6046 37.71 22.61 17.53
  Chest Deflection (mm) 52 63 13.001 14.67 19.29 0.512
  Femur Load (N) 6805 10000 359.371 2590.97 607.78 562.68
  Neck Peak Tension (N) 2620 4170 950.829 917.07 2321.91 612.71
  Neck Peak Compression (N) 2520 4000 -1880.48 -2974.74 -248.24 -1059.47
  Neck Criteria Nij 1 1 1.11 0.52 0.86 0.35
  Neck Flexion (Nm) 95 190 -276.022 -59.28 -42.57 -23.44
  Neck Extension (Nm) 28 57 91.79 105.05 38.76 19.85
  Neck Shear (N) 1950 3100 -3383.2 -306.25 -228.63 -180.158
NTE 1.11 0.52 0.86 0.35
NTF 1.11 0.48 0.44 0.14
NCE 0.737 0.33 0.018 0.046
NCF 0.71 0.049 0.071 0.008

Madymo Simulation Results
Limits
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From the above table 7.2 it is observed that HIC and neck injury values of 5th percentile 

dummy are exceeding the prescribed limit by standards. While the injury values for the both 50th 

percentile and 95th percentile are well within the limit. Only the femur forces of the 95th 

percentile dummy are considerably larger i.e.  2321.91 N. 

 

Table 7.3 Injury parameters Frontal impact with sedan 

 

Injury Criteria 5th % 50th % Madymo Simulation Results
Dummy - 2 (5th%) Dummy - 5 (50th%) Dummy 7 (95th%) Dummy - 12 (50th%)

 HIC (15m
  Chest Res.
  Chest Deflection (mm) 52 63 1.85 1.6874 4.68 0.489

  Neck Peak Compression (N) 2520 4000 184.842 2181.08 786.633 357.659

NTE 0.41 0.33 0.17 0.106

NCF 0.98 0.54 0.046 0.305

Limits
 s Max.) 700 700 431.972 579.553 25.91 3.94

 Acc.(3ms) in G's 60 60 14.84 13.618 24.72 7.64

  Femur Load (N) 6805 10000 359 292.09 209.76 378.151
  Neck Peak Tension (N) 2620 4170 868.591 319.839 278.323 96.28

  Neck Criteria Nij 1 1 0.98 0.62 0.3 0.305
  Neck Flexion (Nm) 95 190 150.125 193.167 106.43 9.24
  Neck Extension (Nm) 28 57 26.54 34.31 23.58 10.68
  Neck Shear (N) 1950 3100 1883.88 1645.42 786.633 99.82

NCE 0.141 0.049 0.3 0.028
NTF 0.305 0.62 0.021 0.057

 

 

Table 7.4 Injury parameters frontal impact with van 

 

Injury Criteria 5th % 50th %
Dummy - 2 (5th%) Dummy - 5 (50th%) Dummy 7 (95th%) Dummy - 12 (50th%)

  HIC (15ms Max.) 700 700 410.369 602.61 18.11 3.69
  Chest Res. Acc.(3ms) in G's 60 60 14.5313 12.699 25.47 7.51
  Chest Deflection (mm) 52 63 1.97 1.59 4.28 0.4
  Femur Load (N) 6805 10000 360.64 315.447 380.4 374.12
  Neck Peak Tension (N) 2620 4170 898.38 540.813 308.62 95.42
  Neck Peak Compression (N) 2520 4000 109.449 1593.65 224.601 341.749
  Neck Criteria Nij 1 1 0.94 0.53 0.258 0.11
  Neck Flexion (Nm) 95 190 143.216 32 91 10.08
  Neck Extension (Nm) 28 57 24.14 187.273 21 8.16
  Neck Shear (N) 1950 3100 1838.35 2058 669.639 94.3295
NTE 0.3841 0.255 0.182 0.097
NTF 0.082 0.59 0.258 0.053
NCE 0.11 0.194 0.021 0.028
NCF 0.94 0.53 0.237 0.11

Madymo Simulation Results
Limits
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From table 7.3 and 7.4 it can be observed that head injury values for all the types of 

occupant are well within the prescribed limit of FMVSS 208. Chest acceleration and chest 

deflection are well within limit. Also forces acting on the femur of the body are also within limit. 

Only neck injuries for occupant 2 (5th- percentile) and occupant 5(50th percentile) are 

significant i.e. neck compression flexion value f r occupant 2 is 0.94 which is non fatal and for 

occupant 5 is 0.54.  

 95th percentile occupant has all the injury values with in the limit, in fact very low 

injuries are observed on the 95th percentile occupant 
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

8.1 Conclusion 

Detailed fem model of low floor mass transit bus is successfully generated and validated 

for all three impact condition. This detailed and accurate fem model of the transit bus has lead to 

analogous result as real impact test. This fem model and its simulations are very effective way of 

al world impact scenarios.  

The designed bus structure meets the basic criterion considering biomechanical tolerance 

mit of human body, i.e. rigid zones for driver and passengers ensuring their survival space and 

itable energy absorbing zones for limiting the inertia forces acting on the driver and passenger. 

At the test with rigid wall with speed of 18.64 mph acceleration measured at CG is higher 

an the prescribed limit by ECE R80. Although the acceleration is higher at CG the injury 

alues obtained from the simulation are in the limit for 50th and 95th percentile dummies. The 

eck injuries for the 5th percentile could be fatal in this case. 

From the madymo simulations and estimates of injury values, it can be concluded that 

ontal impact with passenger car (sedan) and passenger van are non fatal for all the types of 

ccupants considered. Although the impacts are non fatal to occupants but they can cause serious 

amage to the instrument panel below driver seat which can cause failure of hydraulics or breaks 

hich is most important to control bus in case of crash. 

From the FE simulations, it can be concluded that the driver position is the most 

ndangered position in case of a frontal collision, the driver fatality risk is 10-100 times higher 

checking bus structure behavior during frontal impact condition. This model gives an estimate of 

the accelerations acting on the bus structure during re

li
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v

n
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o

d
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than that of passenger ger accident scenario 

for the driver is partial impact on the driver compartment of the bus. 

8.2 Rec

ing the collision 

i.e. use

passeng

mo model actual injury values can be 

accurat

 

s and serious injury risk is 8-20time higher. Most dan

 

ommendation 

To protect drivers in the driver compartment following things should be considered.  

Defining certain accident situations (standard accidents), Providing a well defined 

survival space into which no structural elements penetrate during the collision and during the 

structural deformation and damage, Keeping the driver in this survival space dur

 of 3 point belt system for driver. In the current regulation driver safety is not adequately 

considered so this issue needed to be addressed during specifying frontal impact regulations.  

Most of the fatal injuries in the frontal impact of the bus are caused by contact between 

er head and seat back in front so it is recommended to use 3 point belt system for 

passenger to survive frontal impact larger than ECE R80 regulation speed. Headrest in the buses 

should be designed with soft material covering in order to reduce the contact forces during 

impact.  

For the protection of partner vehicle in case of crash issues such as under run protection 

and aggresivity of the bus should be considered. More importance should be given to the 

stiffness, geometry and area at impact locations.  

This developed madymo model is not validated and it just gives estimates of injuries not 

actual injury values. In future by validating this mady

ely predicted. 
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APPENDIX A 

Test Condition: Bus_30mph_with_dodge_caravan_30mph 

Target Vehicle: BUS                                           Bullet vehicle: Dodge Caravan 

Impact speed: 30mph                                          overlap: 100% 

Front View 

 

 

 
 
 

Top View  
Figure A1 Test Set up 

 

  
Figure A2 Deformation Contours 
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Figure A3,A4, A5 Acceleration, Velocity, Displacement 
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APPENDIX B 

 
 

Test Condition: Bus_30mph_with_F800_30mph 
 
Target Vehicle: BUS                                           Bullet vehicle: Ford F800 
Impact speed: 30mph                                          overlap: 100% 
 

 
Front view 

 
Side view 

 

 
 
 

Top view  
Isometric view 

Figure B1 Test setup  
 

 
 

 

Figure B2 Defor ation contours m
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Figure B3 Occupant Kinematics 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure B4 Acceleration 
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Figure B5 Velocity 
 
 

 
 

Figure B6 Displacement  
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APPENDIX C 

 
Test Condition: Bus_18.64mph_with_Bus_18.64mph 
 
Target Vehicle: BUS                                                  Bullet vehicle: Bus 
Impact speed: 18.64mph                                            overlap: 100% 
 

Front view 
 

Side view 

 
Top view 

  
 

Isometric view 
Figure C1 Test Setup 

 

 
 

 
Figure C2 Defor ation contours m
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Figure C3,C placement  
 

4,C5 Acceleration, Velocity , Dis
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APPENDIX D 

Test Condition: Bus 6.5 mph With Rigid wall 
 
Target Vehicle: BUS                                           Bullet vehicle: Rigid wall 

Impact speed: 6.5mph                                          overlap: 100% 

Front view 
 

Side view 

 

Top view 
  

 
Isometric view 

Figure D1 Test setup 
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Figure D2 Defor ation contours 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure D3, D4, D5 Acceleration, Velocity, Displacement 

m
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APPENDIX F 

 
Test Condition: Bus 25 mph With Rigid wall 
 
 
Targe ehicle: BUS                 id wall 
Impact speed: 25mph                 

 

t V                           Bullet vehicle: Rig
                         o erlap: 100% v

 

 
 

 

Figure F1 Deformation Contours 
 
 
 

 
Figure F2 Acceleration 
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Figure F3,F4 Velocity , Displacement 
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APPENDIX G 

 
Test Condition: Bus 35 mph With Rigid wall 
 
Target Vehicle: BUS                                           Bullet vehicle: Rigid wall 
Impact speed: 35mph                                          overlap: 100% 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure G1 Deformation Contours  

 
 

 
Figure G2 Acceleration 
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Figure G3 Velocity 

 
Figure G4 Displacement 
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APPENDIX H 

 
Test Condition: FMVSS 208 Full frontal rigid wall impact 30 degrees 
 
Target Vehicle: BUS                                            
Impact speed: 30mph                                          overlap: 100% 

Front v

 
Top view 

iew 

 
Top view 

  
Isometric view 

Figure H1 Test setup 
 

 

 

 
Figure H2 Deformation contours 
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Figure H3 Deformation Contours 

 

Figure H4 Occupant kinematics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure H5,H6,H7 Acceleration, Velocity ,Displacement  
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APPENDIX I 

 
Test Condition: Bus_30mph_with_Neon_30mph_40%_overlap 
 
Target Vehicle: BUS                                              Bullet vehicle: Neon  
Impact speed: 30mph                                             overlap: 40% 
 

 
 

 
Figure I1 Test setup 

 
 

  
Figure I2 Deformation contours 
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APPENDIX J 

 
Test Condition: Bus_30mph_with_Dodge_Caravan_30mph_40% overlap 

 
Target Vehicle: BUS                                           Bullet vehicle: Dodge Caravan 

Impact speed: 30mph                                          overlap: 40% 

 
Front view 

 
Side view 

 
Top view 

 

 
Isometric view 

Figure J1 Test Setup 
 

  

  

 
 

 

Figure J2 Defor ation contours m
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Figure J3, J4, J5 Acceleration, Velocity, Displacement 
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APPE

 
Test Condition: Bus_30mph_wi
 
Target Vehicle: BUS                                           Bullet vehicle: Ford F800 

Impact speed: 30mph                                          overlap: 40% 

Front view 

Side view 

NDIX K 

th_Ford_F800_30mph_40% overlap 

 

 
Top view 

 
Isometric view 

Figure K1 Test Setup 
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Figure K2 Deformation contours 

 
 

Figure K3,K4,K5 Acceleration ,velocity ,Displacement 
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APPENDIX L 

 
Test Condition: Bus_30mph_with_Bus_30mph_40% overlap 
 
Target Vehicle: BUS                                                  Bullet vehicle: Bus 

Impact speed: 18.64mph                                            overlap: 100% 

 

Isometric view 

 
Front view 

Top view 
  

 
Side view 

Figure L1 Test Setup 
 

 
 

 

Figure L2 Deformation contours 
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Figure L3, L4, L5 Acceleration, Velocity, Displacement 
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